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Those who made it happen: 

Barry Goldwater 
AFA7UGA 

Herman Middleton 
AF7TPG 

Bill Franklin 
AF7DOZ 

Elmer Olsen 
AFA7GPZ 

Bill Eccles 
AFA7MJC 

Ray Baker 
AFA7CCI 

Many talented and dedicated 
Mountain Bell telephone 
operators



Original K7UGA yagi array

■ 6 element 10 M 
■ 3 element 40 M 
■ 5 element 20 M 
■ 5 element 15 M 

Hy-Gain RP-75H 
rotating pole



Why such an elaborate station?

In support of the Viet Nam War 1960 thru 1975 

Amateur radio operators volunteered to make phone 
patches between US and war theater 

They used their own gear and managed the long  
distance calls themselves 

Most often they called collect - (LD calls were expensive)



The War - some background

Classic North vs South conflict

North Vietnam and South Vietnam were engaged in a  
long confrontation. 

The French were assisting the South with a lot of aid 
from the US.



The War - a map

Operations included a wide area:

South Viet Nam 
Laos 
Cambodia 
Thailand 
North Viet Nam?



Hy-Gain RP-75H rotating pole 

• 77' above ground; 3-25' sections 
• Cold rolled steel 

■ 13” diameter x 0.25” thick at bottom 
■ 3" diameter  x 0.12” thick at top 
■ 10' base 

• HyGain RBX-5 Rotating system 
■ 22" x 15" x 12.75" high 
■ Rotating torque: 36,000 inch-pounds min. 
■ Braking torque: 100,000 inch-pounds min. 
■ Mast rotation: 1/4 RPM (1/2 RPM optional) 
■ Rotating Drive: Gear and dual chain system 
■ Rotator Motor:1/4 HP electric; reduction: 7200:1 
■ Data Output: Selsyn



13-30 MHz. LP added to yagi array



■ ‘68 photo 
■ LP on own 

tower 
■ AZ flag 

outside 

■ Captured 
Vietcong 
flag inside



The 
AFA7UGA 
“shack” 

- 
2 beds 
1 bath 
kitchen 

Pool 
12.5 KW 
Generator 

2 LP Antennas



1974 
Photo 

showing 
7-30 LP 

and  
13-30 LP



Original AFA7UGA equipment

Bottom: 
30S-1 Linear 
32S-3 Exciter 
Speaker & 

Phone Patch 
75S-3C 

Receiver 

Top: 
Tape Recorder 

for AFQ’s 
Boom mike 
Weather 

station



AFA7UGA “shack” - 1970’s



AFA7UGA 
“shack” 
1970’s



Phone Patching in Style
■ Evolved to specially selected telephone operators 
■ Operators took a batch of 5 “listings”  
■ We (and eventually the operators) instructed 

parties on use of “over” 
■ AT&T headsets & Collins phone patch  
■ 5 min. calls – near zero delay between 
■ We served all ranks – highest was Major 
■ Operated switch – heart wrenching sometimes 
■ Barry paid for all calls first year (WATS) 
■ Longest distance call made was to Greece 
■ Barry paid for all Arizona calls thereafter



MARS 
Base  
Stations 

Also:  
■ AIR 
■ Collins 

Radio 



Our 
Customers  

SE Asia 
AF MARS 
Stations 

Vietnam 
Thailand 
Philippines 
Taiwan 
Japan 



14403.4 KHz. to 20995.5 KHz.



22950.0 KHz. to 27992.5 KHz.



Comments from AI8AM, Monkey Mtn:

■ “I was a volunteer operator at AI8AM 
( Alpha Monkey). we were a fairly small 
station ( one transceiver, linear amplifier 
and a LARC periodic antenna on a 20 
mast). We did have pretty good reception 
being on top of an 800 meter mountain 
(Monkey Mountain). There was another 
MARS station in DaNang, located at the air 
base AI8AD ( we called it Alpha Doodle). 
this was much larger with several 
transceiver online and was run by the Air 
Force.” 



Comments from AI8AIR, Tan Son Nhut:

■ “Entered the USAF in January 1958 and was assigned as a Ground 
Radio Operator.  During my almost thirty (30) years in the USAF I 
was assigned to quite a few Communications Organizations at which I 
was either assigned to or operated a USAF MARS Station.  The most 
memorable MARS assignment was at Tan Son Nhut AB RVN from 
1967 to 1968.  That station was the Net Control Station (NCS) for all 
USAF MARS stations operating from both Vietnam and Thailand, and 
as such had to ensure that stations were operating within established 
regulations as well as complete phone patches for military personnel 
in-country.  The station completed thousands of patches within that 
one year, thanks to a crew of dedicated Radio Operators.  Most of our 
phone patches were run through AFA7UGA, (Barry Goldwater)…There 
are over one hundred (100) volunteer MARS Affiliates who dedicate 
their time and equipment to serve MARS. Although our emphasis is no 
longer on Health Welfare and Morale Communications, we have 
assumed an equally important mandate which is providing Emergency 
Communications whenever and wherever needed. I wish that it was 
possible for me to recall all of the dedicated Radio Operators that I 
have had the privilege of serving with over my career ” 



Comments from AI8AU, Phu Cat:

■ “I was a ground radio tech (30454) 
with the 21st Tactical Air Support 
Squadron (TASS) at Nha Trang AB in 
1968-69, and the MARS station was 
down the street. I helped out at the 
station, but only in a volunteer 
capacity…  the only stateside MARS 
station I recall using from there was 
Barry Goldwater's, AFA7UGA.” 



Comments from AI8AB, Bien Hoa:
■ “Troops would register each day for a patch (if I remember right, it 

was "one patch a month"), and we’d give the listings to the CONUS 
stations. I believe they had the cooperation of the phone company 
(there was only one in those days!), and a phone operator would 
spend the entire session with the radio operator. They’d place the 
collect calls, however charges did not start until the troop actually 
began the conversation. Some would be busy, some a no answer, so 
whatever one they could complete first was connected, the rest 
stayed on the list.” 

■ “The CONUS stations would rotate through each of the RVN stations, 
and the phone operators would basically have the calls "stacked up," 
waiting. Since they were not beginning the charges until the station 
actually came up on the rotation, it meant a much lower phone bill for 
the troops’ families, but sometimes a fairly long wait from the time 
the collect call was placed. Patches lasted 5 minutes. The number you 
could complete in a night depended on radio propagation conditions, 
of course, but under generally good conditions, we could complete 15 
or so.”



Comment from GI’s:
■ “.. Mars was there for me in Viet Nam, and I want 

to thank all the folks who let me say " Hello Ma , 
Over" and there was nothing better than to luck out 
and get into the Goldwater Net, and get the free 
call home in the states from our good friend Barry.. 
Thank you folks,, well done..” 

■ “…The MARS site was great, because it allow me to 
call home, when propagation allowed. We liked to 
make radio contact with a station in Arizona 
supported by Barry Goldwater, because he paid the 
cost of phone calls from his station to people’s 
homes.” 



Story in 
Phoenix 
Magazine 

April, 1968 

Barry and 
Mike Wallace



Top (l-t-r): Bob Siler AFB7DUO, Elmer Olson AFA7GPZ, Bill Eccles AFA7MJC  
Middle (l-t-r): Herman Middleton AF7DOZ, Doris Counts, Barry Goldwater AFA7UGA, Hal Jackson AFA7PNY, 
 Hal Devaney AFA7AQS, Don Loudrermilk AFB4FCM  
Bottom (l-t-r): Bob Franklin AFA7BPM, Ray Baker AFA7CCI, Bill Franklin AF7DOZ, Frank Fahrlander AF7DNF, John Crain AFB7EXZ

AFA7UGA Operators - 1967



The ’68 roster 

23 members 

An honor to 
be listed with 
Barry and the 

gang



Oct 12, 1968 

AFCS 
Certificate 

Of 
Appreciation 

to 
AFA7UGA





An honor 
from the AF 

Chief of 
Staff 
 

40,000 patches 
in 4 years 

 
March 28, 1970

John D. Ryan



100,000th Call  
 

December 16, 1971



Patching operation -1968

AF7DNF



Adjusting the Robot-70 Slow Scan TV monitor 
(SSTV transmitted a 256 line picture in 34 seconds)

Sample SSTV 
Transmission

AF7DOZ



Wrap up with some of Barry’s 
QSL cards



























The End



Our  
Operator’s 

Manual

Created by 
Hal Jackson, 

AFA7PMY



Our first 
group picture 

Our leaders: 
Herman 
AF7TPG 

& 
Bill 

AFA7MJC



Top (l-t-r): Dwight Harkins AF7EAQ, Herman Middleton AF7TPG, Bob Siler AFB7DUO, Bob Kraig AF7OYC, Don Loudermilk AFB4FCM, 
 Tom Watkins AFA7MJD, Olie Olsen AFA7GPZ, Dwight Pringle AF7UMS, Chuck Bitter AFA7DHG, Tom James AF7OPS 

Middle (l-t-r): Bill Eccles AFA7MJC, Tom Moore AF7FCQ, Doris Counts Secretary, Jim Wright AF7POS, Bob Chamberlin AFB7EIG, 
 Bob Martin AFA7NFZ, Gene Traber AF7GX      (Not pictured: John Crain AFB7EXZ, Tom Ohlin AFA7DRG) 

Front (l-t-r): Don Tyrrell AFA7AZG, Barry Goldwater AFA7UGA, Ray Baker AFA7CCI, Bill Franklin AF7DOZ, 
 Frank Fahrlander AF7DNF, Hal Jackson, AFA7PMY

AFA7UGA Operators - 1968



AFA7UGA operations - 1970s 

AF7DOZ

AF7GX



Introduction 
& welcome 

from 
Barry 

Goldwater 
AFA7UGA



Welcome 
from 

Herman 
Middleton 
AF7TPG



Some memories
■ 1000th phone patch for the month – R-390 
■ Barry’s morning swims 
■ Wall photos - Jack Kennedy & General Lemay 
■ Trust – Baby book, Full set of AZ Highway 
■ My son visiting “Uncle Barry” 
■ Kachinas; great views from shack 
■ Fireplace and refrigerator 
■ Time Magazine covers 
■ Christmas Star on the house 
■ Ray Baker & Tijuana Taco







The War - a map

Operations included a wide area:

South Viet Nam 
Laos 
Cambodia 
Thailand 
North Viet Nam?


